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We report on the observations of coherent random lasers in weakly scattering polymer films embedded with silver nanoparticles. The dominant oscillation cavity calculated from the ensemble-averaged power Fourier transform spectrum of single-shot emission spectra is shorter by more than two orders of magnitude than the scattering mean-free path, indicating that the oscillation cavity is loosely associated with multiple scattering. We suggest that the coherent feedback arises from the cooperative effect of light scattering and field enhancement in the vicinity of silver nanoparticles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Random lasers have drawn considerable attention in recent years because they theoretically concern a very important physical issue, i.e., Anderson localization of photons, and experimentally lead to mirrorless laser devices with potential applications in displays, sensors, and biomedicine [1,2]. Random lasers have brought about new challenges to conventional laser theories since some phenomena cannot be interpreted by the traditional theories [3]. Although early researches focused on incoherent random lasers [4–8], a coherent random laser was first demonstrated in strongly scattering semiconductor powders [9]. To date, coherent random lasers have been achieved in various amplifying random media operating in both weakly and strongly scattering regimes [9–12]. In the meantime, the origin of laser spikes is still an open question even now. For strongly scattering systems, the photon localization is the most popular model responsible for the emergence of coherent random lasers [9]. In contrast, various models have been proposed to explain coherent random lasers occurring in diffusive or weakly scattering regimes such as absorption-induced localization [13], amplified extended modes [10], and so on.

Experimentally, amplifying random media have been made by combining two kinds of materials which give rise to multiple scattering and optical gain, respectively. Optical gain is supplied with laser dyes, laser crystals, or semiconductors, while dielectric materials with high refractive index (e.g., ZnO [14], TiO$_2$ [15], and GaP [16]) are used as scattering centers in the past decades. Metal nanoparticles, however, have received little attention as scattering centers in random lasers, although they possess attractive properties beneficial to the realization of random lasers as mentioned below. First, metal nanoparticles usually have larger scattering cross section $\sigma_s$ than dielectric nanoparticles to visible light when they have the same dimensions. The difference in $\sigma_s$ is especially noticeable for particles less than 100 nm; while dielectric nanoparticles only show weak Rayleigh scattering, metals strongly scatter visible light due to the localized surface-plasmon resonance (LSPR). Second, the scattering properties of metal nanoparticles are very sensitive to particle size and morphology. This character is very useful for the manipulation of scattering properties by means of these two parameters. Third, the electric field can be confined in the vicinity of the surface of metal nanoparticles due to LSPR; as a consequence, such confinement can be very effective for the excitation of active centers to provide high optical gain for laser oscillation. Metal nanostructures have been demonstrated to significantly enhance the spontaneous emission rate of semiconductor quantum wells [17], rare-earth ions [18], and laser dyes [19] because of the interaction between emission centers and surface plasmons. Utilizing these advantages, some researchers reported random lasers mediated by metal nanoparticles with incoherent emissions [20,21]. They observed narrowing of an emission spectrum to several nanometers in width accompanied with a nonlinear increase in emission intensity, which are typical characteristics of incoherent random lasers. Recently, we have demonstrated a random laser with ultranarrow emission spikes (<$0.1$ nm) from a silver (Ag)-nanoparticles-dispersed amplifying random medium, indicating a coherent laser emission [22]. In that report, the average size of Ag nanoparticles is 2 nm in diameter, so that the scattering cross section is much smaller than the absorption cross section $\sigma_a$. We proposed that the strong excitation of dye molecules in the vicinity of Ag nanoparticles due to the confinement of the electric field played an important role in the occurrence of laser spikes.

In this work, we have fabricated an amplifying random medium containing Ag nanoparticles with a larger size (50 nm in diameter) and demonstrated that coherent random laser emissions around 570 nm can be attained in rather dilute random media of highly transparent polymer films with embedded Ag nanoparticles. For such sized Ag nanoparticles, the value of $\sigma_s$ is in the same order as $\sigma_a$ so that a significant contribution is expected from light scattering. A single sharp emission peak with full width at half maximum (FWHM) less than 0.2 nm appears at a threshold pump energy, while further increase in the pump energy brings about multiple laser spikes. For comparison, we have prepared two other films embedded with TiO$_2$ nanoparticles ($\sim50$ nm in diameter) to have the same number density of particles $\rho$ and scattering mean-free path $l_s$, respectively, as those of Ag-dispersed film, and found that the Ag-dispersed one has a...
lasing threshold lower than those of the TiO$_2$-dispersed ones. We have examined the resonant cavity by calculating the ensemble-averaged power Fourier transform (PFT) spectrum of single-shot emission spectra and found that the dominant cavity was shorter by more than 2 orders of magnitude than $l_c$, implying that the oscillation cavity is loosely associated with multiple scattering. Meanwhile, single-shot spectra upon repeated pump pulses have shown little chaotic behaviors, which means that the observed lasing spikes cannot be explained by amplified extended modes. We suggest that the coherent feedback may arise from the cooperative effect of light scattering and field enhancement in the vicinity of Ag nanoparticles. We expect that this work will inspire extensive studies in the field of metal nanoparticles-mediated random lasers.

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our amplifying random medium was a 100-µm-thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) film containing 3 × $10^{-3}$ vol % Ag nanoparticles and 10 mM rhodamine 6G (R6G). Ag nanoparticles were synthesized through a two-step seeded growth procedure reported previously [23]. A seed solution containing ultratine Ag nanoparticles was prepared by adding silver nitrate and trisodium citrate into 20 ml of deionized water to make the final concentrations of 5 molar. A growth solution was prepared by mixing 10 ml of 10 mM silver nitrate aqueous solution, 10 ml of 1 mM tannin aqueous solution, and 10 ml of as-prepared seed solution. The mixture was gently shaken for several minutes to make it homogeneous. After the resultant solution was aged for 12 h, Ag nanoparticles were collected by centrifugation. The distribution of size and morphology for Ag nanoparticles was checked by a field-emission scanning electron microscope ((FE-SEM) JSM-6700F, JEOL Ltd.). Optical-absorption spectra were measured with a JASCO-V570 UV-visible-near infrared spectrophotometer.

The PMMA-Ag-R6G film was prepared by the cell-casting technique from a chloroform solution where PMMA and R6G were dissolved and Ag nanoparticles were ultrasonically dispersed. The $l_f$ of the film was estimated to be about 3.4 mm for $\lambda=570$ nm by the formula $l_f=1/\rho \sigma_r$ [24], where $\rho=4.58 \times 10^{17}$ m$^{-3}$ and $\sigma_r=6.38 \times 10^{-16}$ m$^2$ was calculated for a 50 nm diameter Ag sphere in the PMMA host using the Mie theory. For comparison of random lasing properties, 100-µm-thick PMMA-R6G films containing 50 nm diameter TiO$_2$ nanoparticles (rutile, TTO-55C, Ishihara, Japan) were prepared by the above-mentioned procedure. Two kinds of film were prepared; one with the same $l_f$ ($l_f=59.2$ mm) as that of PMMA-Ag-R6G film and the other with the same $l_f$ ($\rho=7.97 \times 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$) as the PMMA-Ag-R6G film, respectively, while the concentration of R6G was the same as that in the PMMA-Ag-R6G film. TiO$_2$ nanoparticles were chosen as scattering centers for comparison because of their high refractive index ($n \sim 2.7$ for rutile) leading to a large contrast with PMMA ($n \sim 1.5$), which is favorable for observation of coherent random lasers.

In experiments of random lasers, the film sample on a three-dimensional stage was optically pumped by the second harmonic of a mode-locked Nd$^{3+}$: yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd$^{3+}$:YAG) laser (532 nm, 10 Hz repetition rate, and 25 ps pulse duration). The laser beam (6.0 mm diameter) was focused on the sample through a cylindrical lens to form a stripe geometry on the sample surface. The stripe width was about 17 µm, while the stripe length could be varied from 0.1 to 6 mm by moving the stage. The emission was collected along the stripe with a fiber device into a monochromator (SPEX 270M) coupled to a charge couple device [(CCD) 3000, Jobin Yvon, the spectral resolution is 0.07 nm] cooled with liquid nitrogen.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) presents the FE-SEM image of Ag nanoparticles, clearly showing a somewhat wide distribution in both size and morphology. The average size of Ag nanoparticles is about 50 nm in diameter. The shape of Ag particles is not spherical but polyhedral. The Ag nanoparticles exhibit intense LSPR signals over the whole visible wavelength region with two main peaks at 425 and 540 nm along with a shoulder at 360 nm, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (curve 1). At the emission wavelength of R6G of around 570 nm, the extinction is still quite intense, indicative of a considerable interaction between the emission of dye molecules and surface plasmons of the Ag nanoparticles. Also shown in Fig. 1(b) is a theoretical extinction curve calculated using the Mie theory for a 50-nm-diameter Ag sphere in water (curve 2). The main peak at 425 nm and shoulder at 360 nm, corresponding to dipole and quadrupole components of the resonance, respectively, are qualitatively reproduced. The peak at 540 nm in experimental curve is probably due to the resonance along the longer axis of anisotropic Ag particles. The experimental curve is much broader than the theoretical one, indicating a wide distribution in particle size and shape. Figure 1(c) shows the evolution of emission spectra against the pump energy. When the pump energy is low, the emission spectrum exhibits a broad band centered at ~590 nm with FWHM of ~46 nm, which can be ascribed to the spontaneous emission of R6G. As the pump energy is increased up to 0.36 µJ (corresponding to an excitation energy intensity 0.14 MW/mm$^2$), a single sharp peak at 572 nm with FWHM less than 0.2 nm suddenly emerges in the spontaneous emission band, indicating that the system becomes unstable and lasing occurs upon this pump energy. Above this pump energy, the emission intensity increases more rapidly, as shown in Fig. 1(d), indicating the occurrence of laser oscillation. In contrast, a sample without Ag nanoparticles merely shows a spontaneous emission band with FWHM of ~46 nm under the same pumping conditions (not shown here). An increase in the pump energy gives rise to discrete laser spikes, as illustrated in Fig. 1(e). The lasing frequencies are found to vary with the irradiated position on the sample, which is relevant to the randomness in spatial distribution of Ag nanoparticles in PMMA host. For PMMA-TiO$_2$-R6G
films, discrete peaks are not observed in emission spectra until the pump energy reaches $0.64 \, \text{J}$ for the one with the same $\lambda_s$ and $0.9 \, \text{J}$ for the one with the same $\lambda_s$; and thus a higher threshold is required even for random media using rutile TiO$_2$ as scattering centers. Furthermore, the emission intensity of PMMA-TiO$_2$-R6G films is much weaker than that of the PMMA-Ag-R6G film. The lower threshold and stronger emission intensity for the PMMA-Ag-R6G film probably arise from the contribution of LSPR. The comparison indicates that metal nanoparticles are preferable scattering elements toward the design of random lasers with high intensity and low threshold.

Although the system does not contain any external cavity, the lasing output is found to be highly unidirectional along the stripe direction. When the pump energy is just above the threshold, a single bright emission spot is observed by eyes on the screen normal to the stripe, while the increase in the pump energy causes the development into multiple sporadic spots. Figure 2 depicts the dependence of emission intensity on pump energy, where the lasing threshold is indicated by the arrow.

For the purpose of exploring the effect of stripe length on lasing features, we have changed the irradiated stripe length while keeping the excitation energy density constant. Figure 2(c) depicts the evolution of emission spectra as a function of the stripe length under the excitation energy density of $1.3 \, \text{MW/mm}^2$. The number of lasing modes rapidly increases when the stripe length increases from 0.6 to 2.4 mm. The increase in lasing modes with increasing excitation area.

**FIG. 1.** (Color online) (a) FE-SEM image for Ag nanoparticles. (b) Experimental extinction spectrum of Ag nanoparticles dispersed in water (curve 1), showing two main bands at 425 and 540 nm along with a shoulder at 340 nm. The theoretical extinction spectrum calculated by the Mie theory for a 50-nm-diameter Ag sphere suspended in water is shown for comparison (curve 2). Both of the spectra are normalized to unity. (c) Dependence of integrated emission intensity on pump energy, where the lasing threshold is indicated by the arrow.
Along the stripe length, respectively. Considering that the excitation area is the threshold excitation energy density and stripe line represents a fit of $I_{th}$ to the experimental data. The curve abides by the increase in the number of oscillation cavities when the stripe length increases. The broad emission spectrum was also reported in literatures [9,27]. This phenomenon is explained by the increase in the number of oscillation cavities when the stripe length increases. The broad emission background centered at $\lambda \approx 585$ nm is strongly inhibited at the stripe length of 0.6 mm but revives as the stripe length increases. In the present sample, since the emitted light far from the output end is more reabsorbed by dye molecules than that near the output end, the emission spectrum beyond the threshold pump energy is usually characterized by sharp spikes superimposed on a broad background. The reabsorption becomes more obvious as the stripe length increases, which can account for the revival of the broad background as observed in Fig. 2(c). The redshift in the emission spectrum with an increase in the stripe length is also caused by reabsorption of emitted light; as there is a significant overlap between the red side of the absorption spectrum and the blue side of the emission spectrum for R6G, a portion of emitted light in the blue side is reabsorbed by the R6G molecules. The increase in the stripe length increases the amount of reabsorbed light, resulting in the redshift in the emission spectrum. Figure 2(d) depicts the dependence of the threshold pump energy on the stripe length, showing that the threshold pump energy tends to decline with increasing the stripe length. Also shown in Fig. 2(d) is the curve drawn so as to fit to the experimental data. The curve abides by $I_{th} = aI^b$ with $a = 0.73 \pm 0.060$ and $b = -1.4 \pm 0.14$, where $I_{th}$ and $I$ are the threshold excitation energy density and stripe length, respectively. Considering that the excitation area $A \propto l$, we obtain that $I_{th} \sim A^{-1.4}$, in contrast to the theoretical relation of $A^{-0.75}$ [27]. It is probably because that our system cannot be described by the diffusion model.

The amplifying random media are either dynamic or static, depending on the time variance of configuration of scattering centers. A typical example of the former is the suspension of particles in a dye solution, where the particles can move ceaselessly. The ceaseless movement of the particles may result in the transient variation in the oscillation cavity for random lasers; therefore, it is reasonable to see pulse-to-pulse variation in lasing frequencies from single-shot emission spectra [11]. In contrast, for static random laser systems (e.g., solid systems with embedded scattering centers), the frequencies of laser modes should be maintained from pulse to pulse since the static configuration of particles does not alter oscillation cavities for random lasers. However, the shot-to-shot variation or chaotic behavior in emission spectra was observed when coherent random lasers arose from noise amplification, in which a photon staying anomalously long time inside the active volume picks up a large gain [28]. Figure 3 represents six of single-shot emission spectra collected at the same pump position on the sample when the sample is irradiated with repeated pump pulses. Random laser emissions displayed in Fig. 3 do not show strongly chaotic behavior, in contrast to what has been reported in statically disordered media [28] but tend to populate in dominant locations that are denoted by $P_n$, implying that the frequencies of random lasers in the present sample are determined by certain fixed oscillation cavities in the PMMA host instead of extended modes. We have confirmed that these peaks do not stem from the Raman scattering by exciting the sample with the third harmonic of Nd$^{3+}$:YAG laser ($\lambda = 355$ nm). The distinct peaks still appear as seen by the excitation with 532 nm pulses, indicating

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Angular dependence of the emission intensity when the pump energy is 0.69 $\mu$J. (b) Emission spectra collected along the stripe ($\theta=0^\circ$) and $45^\circ$ away from the stripe ($\theta=45^\circ$). (c) Dependence of emission spectra on stripe length $l=0.6, 1.3, and 2.4$ mm. The excitation energy density is 1.3 MW/mm$^2$. (d) Dependence of lasing threshold on the stripe length. The solid line represents a fit of $I_{th}=aI^b$ to the experimental data, where $a = 0.73 \pm 0.060$ and $b = -1.4 \pm 0.14$. 

$\text{FIG. 2.}$ (a) Angular dependence of the emission intensity when the pump energy is 0.69 $\mu$J. (b) Emission spectra collected along the stripe ($\theta=0^\circ$) and $45^\circ$ away from the stripe ($\theta=45^\circ$). (c) Dependence of emission spectra on stripe length $l=0.6, 1.3, and 2.4$ mm. The excitation energy density is 1.3 MW/mm$^2$. (d) Dependence of lasing threshold on the stripe length. The solid line represents a fit of $I_{th}=aI^b$ to the experimental data, where $a = 0.73 \pm 0.060$ and $b = -1.4 \pm 0.14$. This phenomenon is explained by the increase in the number of oscillation cavities when the stripe length increases. The broad emission background centered at $\lambda \approx 585$ nm is strongly inhibited at the stripe length of 0.6 mm but revives as the stripe length increases. In the present sample, since the emitted light far from the output end is more reabsorbed by dye molecules than that near the output end, the emission spectrum beyond the threshold pump energy is usually characterized by sharp spikes superimposed on a broad background. The reabsorption becomes more obvious as the stripe length increases, which can account for the revival of the broad background as observed in Fig. 2(c). The redshift in the emission spectrum with an increase in the stripe length is also caused by reabsorption of emitted light; as there is a significant overlap between the red side of the absorption spectrum and the blue side of the emission spectrum for R6G, a portion of emitted light in the blue side is reabsorbed by the R6G molecules. The increase in the stripe length increases the amount of reabsorbed light, resulting in the redshift in the emission spectrum. Figure 2(d) depicts the dependence of the threshold pump energy on the stripe length, showing that the threshold pump energy tends to decline with increasing the stripe length. Also shown in Fig. 2(d) is the curve drawn so as to fit to the experimental data. The curve abides by $I_{th} = aI^b$ with $a = 0.73 \pm 0.060$ and $b = -1.4 \pm 0.14$, where $I_{th}$ and $I$ are the threshold excitation energy density and stripe length, respectively. Considering that the excitation area $A \propto l$, we obtain that $I_{th} \sim A^{-1.4}$, in contrast to the theoretical relation of $A^{-0.75}$ [27]. It is probably because that our system cannot be described by the diffusion model. 

The amplifying random media are either dynamic or static, depending on the time variance of configuration of scattering centers. A typical example of the former is the suspension of particles in a dye solution, where the particles can move ceaselessly. The ceaseless movement of the particles may result in the transient variation in the oscillation cavity for random lasers; therefore, it is reasonable to see pulse-to-pulse variation in lasing frequencies from single-shot emission spectra [11]. In contrast, for static random laser systems (e.g., solid systems with embedded scattering centers), the frequencies of laser modes should be maintained from pulse to pulse since the static configuration of particles does not alter oscillation cavities for random lasers. However, the shot-to-shot variation or chaotic behavior in emission spectra was observed when coherent random lasers arose from noise amplification, in which a photon staying anomalously long time inside the active volume picks up a large gain [28]. Figure 3 represents six of single-shot emission spectra collected at the same pump position on the sample when the sample is irradiated with repeated pump pulses. Random laser emissions displayed in Fig. 3 do not show strongly chaotic behavior, in contrast to what has been reported in statically disordered media [28] but tend to populate in dominant locations that are denoted by $P_n$, implying that the frequencies of random lasers in the present sample are determined by certain fixed oscillation cavities in the PMMA host instead of extended modes. We have confirmed that these peaks do not stem from the Raman scattering by exciting the sample with the third harmonic of Nd$^{3+}$:YAG laser ($\lambda = 355$ nm). The distinct peaks still appear as seen by the excitation with 532 nm pulses, indicating
COHERENT RANDOM LASERS IN WEAKLY SCATTERING...

All the spectra along with the PFT spectra derived from individual index of the gain medium. To unveil the underlying resonance, the lasing cavity length leads to a strong-mode competition so that only the modes +570 nm. This large number combined with nonlinear effect is approximately integer times of n. As revealed previously, the PFT spectrum of single-shot emission spectra showing up to N > 7.8 ¥ 10^5 estimated by N = 2πA/λ^2 [29] at λ = 570 nm. This large number combined with nonlinear effect leads to a strong-mode competition so that only the modes with longer lifetime can lase eventually.

In random lasers, if the laser oscillation results from multiple scattering of light, the lasing cavity length Lc should be approximately integer times of λ. As revealed previously [11,30], the PFT spectrum of single-shot emission spectra offers the relationship between the Fourier transform components d_m and Lc. A well-defined laser cavity exhibits peaks at d_m that abides by d_m = mΛ/Lc n/π, where m is an integer denoting the Fourier transform harmonics, and n is the refractive index of the gain medium. To unveil the underlying resonators involved in random lasers, we calculated the ensemble-averaged PFT spectra from a sum of single-shot emission spectra along with the PFT spectra derived from individual single-shot emission spectra, as shown in Fig. 4. All the single-shot emission spectra involved in the calculation are collected at various pump positions on the sample since the Ag particle configuration is static and homogeneously dispersed in the film so that the cavity size is expected to be constant on average. The PFT spectra from individual single-shot emission spectra exhibit several distinctive peaks, as shown in Fig. 4(a), while the correlation between the individual spectra is not obvious. The underlying correlation becomes clear by the ensemble-averaged PFT spectra; rather than being averaged out and smoothed, the correlation in intensity increases and some peaks are observed with the increase in the number of single-shot emission spectra involved in the calculation. Hence, we utilize the ensemble-averaged PFT spectrum (calculated from 100 single-shot emission spectra here) to estimate the oscillation cavity length. The first peak at ~6.4 μm can be regarded as the fundamental Fourier component, while the others are regarded as the nth harmonics. The oscillation cavity length is given by L_m = πd_m/Lc, so we obtain L_m = 13.0 μm by using n = 1.5 for PMMA. The cavity length is shorter by more than two orders than l, (~3.4 mm), implying that the oscillation cavity is loosely associated with multiple scattering.

When we consider an amplifying random medium characterized by l, the sample may operate in three regimes, depending on the scattering strength. When kl ≤ 1, where k is the wave vector of the emitted photon and k ≈ 2π/λ, the scattering strength is so strong that photon localization can be established via multiple scattering. Although the achievement of such a strong scattering has not been reported yet for visible light, some semiconductor-based random lasers with kl value on the order of unity are argued to be operated in this scheme. As the scattering strength is decreased to a moderate scattering regime that satisfies kl < l < L, where l is the emission wavelength and L is the sample size, the light propagation can be described by a normal diffusion process. Most of random lasers reported so far operate in this regime. As the scattering strength is decreased further until l > L, the sample falls in a sub-mean-free-path regime (also called a ballistic regime). Since the sample in the present work is pumped by a stripe configuration and lasers are observed along the stripe length, the sample size can be characterized by the dimension along the stripe length and do not exceed the stripe length. Therefore, the scattering mean-free path is much larger than the sample size or the stripe length, indicating that the present sample operates in a sub-mean-free-path regime.
Optical amplification in a sub-mean-free-path regime was first conducted by Kumar and co-workers [31] who proposed that the rare sub-mean-free path scattering events could significantly contribute to lasing despite of rather weakly scattering strength for an amplifying random medium. The probability of undergoing at least one scattering back in the finite amplifying random medium of size \( L \) is given by \( 1 - \exp(-L/I_\text{g}) \), where \( I_\text{g} \) is a transport mean-free path after which the propagation direction of light is randomized. The corresponding gain factor is expressed by \( \exp(L/I_\text{g}) \). Therefore, for the amplification to occur, the optical gain given by the product should exceed unity, i.e., \( [1 - \exp(-L/I_\text{g})]\exp(L/I_\text{g}) > 1 \). Taking the absorption length into account, the effective \( I_\text{g} \) is roughly estimated to be \( \sim 81 \, \mu \text{m} \) by means of \( L_\text{g}^{-1} = I_\text{g}^{-1} + I_\text{a}^{-1} \). The sample size is set to be the possible minimum value of \( 81 \, \mu \text{m} \) (the value of \( I_\text{a} \) at \( \lambda = 570 \, \text{nm} \)). The gain length is estimated by \( I_\text{g} = 1/\rho \sigma_\text{em} \) where \( \rho \) and \( \sigma_\text{em} \) are the number density and emission cross section of R6G molecules, respectively. The value of \( \rho \) is \( \sim 6 \times 10^{24} \, \text{m}^{-3} \) since the concentration of R6G molecules is \( 10 \, \text{mM} \), while the value of \( \sigma_\text{em} \) is \( \sim 2.0 \times 10^{-20} \, \text{m}^2 \) [32]. This leads to \( I_\text{g} = 8 \, \mu \text{m} \). Finally, the optical gain is calculated to be \( \sim 620 \) by taking \( L = 81 \, \mu \text{m} \), \( I_\text{a} = 81 \, \mu \text{m} \), and \( I_\text{g} = 8 \, \mu \text{m} \). The optical gain will increase further with the increase in the sample size \( L \). The amplification is rather large so that coherent random lasers can be expected from the present weak scattering system. Therefore, even in such a weakly scattering system, the optical gain may trigger coherent lasing actions.

Another factor we should consider is that Ag nanoparticles are used as scattering centers instead of dielectric nanoparticles. Metal nanoparticles not only scatter but also absorb photons. Therefore, the role of optical absorption by Ag nanoparticles has to be taken into account when discussing the interaction between Ag nanoparticles and dye molecules. When the excitation pulse energy is absorbed by Ag nanoparticles to excite LSPR, the enhanced local electric field strongly excites dye molecules in the vicinity of particles, which could provide dye molecules with gigantic gain. The extinction cross section \( \sigma_e \) of one particle is a sum of \( \sigma_i \) and \( \sigma_a \); i.e., \( \sigma_e = \sigma_i + \sigma_a \). The scattering cross section of a 50-nm-diameter Ag sphere is \( \sigma_i \sim 6.38 \times 10^{-16} \, \text{m}^2 \), while \( \sigma_a \sim 1.44 \times 10^{-16} \, \text{m}^2 \) at \( \lambda = 570 \, \text{nm} \), indicating that \( \sigma_i \) is in the same order of \( \sigma_a \). This is in sharp contrast to our previous report using very small particles (diameter \( \sim 2 \, \text{nm} \)), where \( \sigma_a \) is 3 orders higher than \( \sigma_i \). Therefore, the coherent feedback may arise from the cooperative effect of light scattering and field enhancement in the vicinity of Ag nanoparticles in the present work; but the effect of absorption is relatively small compared with that in our previous work.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, we have observed coherent random lasers from rarely reported amplifying random media using metal nanoparticles as scattering centers. We found that the pump threshold was lowered and the emission intensity was enhanced by replacing TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles with the same sized Ag nanoparticles as scattering centers in PMMA-R6G films. Therefore, Ag nanoparticles are preferable scattering centers in the design of random lasers with high intensity and low threshold. The coherent feedback may arise from the cooperative contributions of light scattering and field enhancement in the vicinity of Ag nanoparticles. It would be interesting to make deep insight into the coherent mechanism in the future work. We expect that this work will result in extended studies in areas of random lasers induced by metal nanoparticles.
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